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Abstract. Fabrication of the bidirectional optical backplane bus, em-
ploying arrays of multiplexed polymer-based waveguide holograms on a
waveguiding plate, is reviewed. An analysis of its functionality is pre-
sented for the first time. After an objective function for the system is
established, the fan-out intensity fluctuations among all the different
channels are minimized by solving a set of nonlinear equations numeri-
cally. To further ensure the validity of our calculation, a different objective
function is considered and the same optimized result is obtained. Par-
ticularly, we optimized the fan-out distribution for the case in which nine
boards on one side of the optical bus are presented. It was found that a
globally optimized diffraction efficiency distribution exists and the mini-
mum fan-out intensity after optimization is about 1.5% of the incident
power, which means a minimum laser diode power for this bidirectional
optical bus has to be above 7.0 mW for a system speed of 1.2 Gbit/s and
a bit error rate of 10215. Finally, the surface normal fanout beams come
out of both directions of the backplane. Therefore, the best hardware
implementation scheme integrates the processor/memory boards on
both sides of the backplane bus. As a result, the optimal member of
processor/memory boards is 16, i.e., 9 1 (922), rather than 9. © 1996
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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holograms.
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1 Introduction

Currently, most computer backplane buses are electrica
interconnected. Due to the increase of clock speed and d
transfer rate, electrical interconnection imposes many lim
tations on high performance computers. These include wi
interconnection time bandwidths, large clock skew an
large resistance-capacitance~RC! and resistance-
inductance-capacitance~RLC! time constraints.1 Contrary
to electrical interconnection, optical interconnection ha
drawn significant interest2–4 due to its high data transfer
rate, large fan-out densities, and the elimination of capac
tive and inductive loading effects. Recently we presented
bidirectional optical backplane bus for a high performanc
system containing nine processor/memory boards, oper
ing at 632.8 and 1300 nm.5 This backplane bus employs
arrays of polymer-based multiplexed holograms in conjunc
tion with a waveguiding plate within which bidirectional
substrate guided waves are generated. For a single bus li
we demonstrated a data transfer rate of 1.2 Gbit/s at 1.3mm
wavelength. The cascaded characteristic of the fan-o
beams away from the incident channel was also demo
strated.

For the cascaded fan-out system reported in Ref. 5,
performance is always limited by the output channel wit
Opt. Eng. 35(4) 983–988 (Apr. 1996) 0091-3286/96/$6.00
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the lowest fanout intensity within the 72~93 8! intercon-
nects. Accurately analyzing this limitation is one of the
major concerns in designing a many-to-many cascaded
fanout system. In this paper, we theoretically embark on
this problem by minimizing the fluctuations among all the
output channels so that the intensities of all the fan-out
beams are closest to their average value. To fully under-
stand the working mechanism of the bidirectional optical
bus, a theoretical analysis for the holographic grating dif-
fraction is carried out first. An objective function for the
system aimed at providing an optimized result is further
established together with a set of nonlinear equations as
functions of the diffraction efficiencies of all the channels.
To demonstrate the validity of our calculations, we also
developed a separate objective function. The same opti
mized result is obtained. Finally, theoretical results equiva-
lent to the experimentally demonstrated system previously
reported5 are presented, and limitations imposed on the sys-
tem design and performance based on the optimization re
sults are addressed.

2 Architecture of the Bidirectional Optical
Backplane Bus

Figure 1 is the schematic of how the developed optical bus
can be used as a backplane in multiprocessor, high perfor
983© 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Zhao and Chen: Fan-out intensity optimization . . .
mance optoelectronic computers. Bidirectional signal flow
are illustrated between the backplane and the process
memory boards, where the multichip modules~MCMs! are
located. With the design that we employed, the optica
backplane can serve the purpose of a bidirectional bu
Multiplexed holograms are employed to facilitate two-way
communications among boards that are connected to t
backplane.

The physical layer of the optical backplane bus is esse
tially a thin waveguiding plate with a multiplexed hologram
array integrated on its surface.5 The substrate serves as the
light-guiding medium. Both dichromated gelatin6 ~DCG!
and Dupont photopolymer were used as the hologram r
cording medium. Two hologram arrays were fabricated o
the substrate to provide the required bidirectional surfac
normal coupling, as indicated in Fig. 1. Both arrays ar
volume holograms. By definition, a volume holographic
grating is described as a grating that produces Bragg d
fraction and exhibits strong angular and wavelengt
selectivity.7 For a light beam with a wave vectork incident
on a grating with grating vectorK , a phase-matching con-
dition occurs if

k85k2K , ~1!

wherek8 is the wavevector of the diffracted beam.
Light propagation in the optical backplane bus is actu

ally a combination of consecutive diffraction and reflection
processes. After having recorded the two sets of hologra
arrays, two grating vectors,K1 andK2, are formed in the
film @see Fig. 2~a!#. A surface-normal light beam with
wavevectork is incident onto the surface of the film. The
two Bragg diffraction conditions occur if

k185k2K1 , ~2!

k285k2K2 , ~3!

wherek18 andk28 are two diffracted beams generated by th
two sets of holographic gratings. The incident light beam
then converted into two substrate modes, i.e., substra
guided waves in this case, propagating along two oppos
directions@Fig. 2~b!#.

When the substrate guided wave interacts with the gra
ings on the upper surface as shown in Fig. 2~c!, it will be

Fig. 1 Schematic depicting the functionality of the bidirectional op-
tical backplane bus in a multitransceiver system containing the dem-
onstrated multiplexed waveguide hologram arrays in conjunction
with a waveguiding plate.
984 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 4, April 1996
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diffracted into three beams due to the cross-coupling effe
of the multiplexed hologram.8 As a result, a portion of the
light beam will be diffracted out of the substrate, giving
rise to a surface-normal fan-outkup8 @Fig. 2~c!#. Another
portion will be cross-coupled into the beamkb8 as shown in
the figure. The rest of the beam continues to propaga
along the original direction, which is indicated as the bea
k f8 in Fig. 2~c!. Similarly, after being totally internally re-
flected~TIR! by the interface between the polymer film and
the air, the beamskb8 and k f8 will again be, respectively,
cross-coupled into three beams as indicated in Fig. 2~c!.
Note thatkdown8 is the downward surface-normal fan-ou
andk8 continues to propagate to the next hologram. Oth
diffracted beams after the second cross-coupling, due
their back-propagation feature, are unwanted and thus
suppressed by deliberately selecting the objective functi
in our calculation below. The zig-zag substrate guide
waves go through many iterations of this cascaded fan-o
process until they hit the last holographic element along t
optical path.

From the analysis, the bidirectionality of the optica
backplane bus is obvious. Based on the nature of casca
broadcasting, an inevitable consequence occurs, i.e.,
fan-out intensity has a fluctuated distribution away from th
incident channel. The major goal of this paper is to min
mize the power fluctuation among the experimentally dem
onstrated 240 ~16315! interconnects containing 16
processor/memory boards on both sides of the optical ba
plane~Fig. 1!.

3 Optimization Process

As the bidirectional substrate guided waves propagate, th
intensities will be decreased after each fan-out.5 The inten-
sity of each surface-normal fan-out beam is determined
the diffraction efficiency of the corresponding multiplexed
holographic gratings.@The diffraction efficiency of a grat-
ing in a multiplexed hologram~or sequentially stored grat-
ings in transmission volume holograms! is defined here as
the ratio between the power of light diffracted by the gra
ing and that of the incident light when Bragg condition i
met. Under this definition, the sum of the diffraction effi
ciencies of the gratings in a multiplexed hologram shou
be9 less than or equal to 1.# By changing the diffraction
efficiency distribution of the holographic grating arrays, w
can precisely manipulate the fan-out intensity distribution

Fig. 2 Diffraction mechanism of light by two sets of hologram grat-
ings recorded on a glass substrate: (a) two grating vectors recorded;
(b) light diffraction geometry by the gratings; and (c) light transmis-
sion, diffraction and reflection inside the bidirectional backplane bus.
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Zhao and Chen: Fan-out intensity optimization . . .
Due to the bidirectionality of the optical bus, it is not fea
sible for our case to get a uniform fan-out intensity distr
bution for all the cases where modulated optical signals a
incident from different channels. For example, using o
architecture, a multiprocessor system containingn
processor/memory boards requiresn(n21) interconnects
for each bus line to fulfill the broadcasting nature of th
backplane bus protocols. Each board needs to be interc
nected with the othern21 boards. A uniform fan-out in-
tensity with the first board as the input and the rest
receiving ports will make the power budget the worst whe
treating then’th board as the input and all the other ones a
the outputs. In other words, an optimal design shall provi
us with a minimized power fluctuation rather than an equa
ized power distribution amongn(n21) interconnect sce-
narios.

Figure 3 also shows the schematic of the bidirection
optical bus withN boards on one side of the substrate. T
provide the bidirectionality, two arrays of holograms ar
recorded. In this figure we assume that the diffraction ef
ciencies of the first set of hologram array are, from left
right, h1, h2, ..., hN , respectively. Due to the symmetric
requirement for optimization, the diffraction efficiencies fo
the second hologram array areh1, h2, ...,hN from right to
left. To provide the optimized power budget, we have
impose the following criteria:h151 and hN50 for both
sets~Fig. 3!, i.e., there is only a single set of gratings at th
first and theN’th channels@hN(hN50!# associated, and the
second set serves as the input coupler toN 1 1,
N 1 2, ... modules which do not exist. If we denotePi j
to be the output power at thej ’th channel when the optical
signal is incident from thei ’th channel, then the same holds
for Pi j8 , except that they have a reversed fan-out directi
~Fig. 3!, which has not been employed in the previou
demonstration.5 Note that the bidirectional hologram array
provide surface normal fan-out in both directions. Based
these notations, we have

Pi j50 wheneveri5 j , ~4!

Pi18 5PiN8 50 i51, ...,N. ~5!

Furthermore, the nature of fan-out symmetry of th
backplane bus also suggests that we can consider only
cases in which the light signal beams are incident from t
i ’th channel, with i 5 1, ...,M @M 5 N/2 when N is
an even number, andM 5 (N 1 1)/2 whenN is an odd
number#.

To simplify our analysis, we define a transmission fun
tion as the energy of a substrate guided light beam tra
mitted from one hologram to the next. According to th

Fig. 3 Schematic of the bidirectional backplane optical bus with N
boards on one side of the substrate.
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analysis mentioned above, for a digital optical signal inci-
dent from channel 1, the general form of the transmission
function can be written as

Ti j5~12h j11!~12hN2 j !Ti j11

~ i53,...,M ; j51,...,i22!,

Tii215hN112 i ~ i52,...,M !,

Tii50 ~ i51,...,M !, ~6!

Tii115h i ~ i51,...,M !,

Ti j5~12h j21!~12hN122 j !Ti j21

~ i51,...,M ; j5 i12,...,N!,

whereTi j ( i 5 1,...,M ; j 5 1,...,N) is the energy of light
beam transmitted onto gratingj when the optical signal is
incident from thei ’th channel~see Fig. 3!.

In deriving Eq.~6!, we treat the input power as 1 and
eliminate the Fresnel reflection, which can be easily
achieved by an antireflection coating. Accordingly, the gen-
eral expressions forPi j and Pi j8 , with i 5 1,...,M and
j 5 1,...,N, can be represented as

Pi j5h j~12hN112 j !Ti j ~ i52,...,M ; j51,...,i21!,

Pi j5~12h j !hN112 jTi j ~ i51,...M ; j5 i11,...,N!;

Pi j8 5~12h j !
2hN112 jTi j ~ i52,...,M ; j51,...,i21!,

Pii8 512h i2hN112 i ~ i51,...,M !, ~7!

Pi j8 5h j~12hN112 j !
2Ti j ~ i51,...,M ; j5 i11,...,N!.

~8!

After having been incident onto thei ’th channel of the
optical bus, a light beam is diffracted into the glass sub-
strate and propagates to both ends of the backplane bus.
Also, the cascaded feature of the outputs~i.e., Pi j ’s and
Pi j8 ’s! from the input channel to the two surface-normal
directions of the bus are clearly shown in the preceding
expressions.

The description of power budget optimization process
now follows. The goal is to find an optimized distribution
of diffraction efficiencies leading to a fan-out intensity dis-
tribution with a minimum power fluctuation and therefore
an optimized power budget. For this purpose, an objective
function10 relating all terms of power fluctuations is gener-
ated. By optimizing the objective function, a well balanced
fan-out distribution can be reached. For our problem, an
obvious objective function is the sum of the square value of
the differences between the fan-out intensities and their av-
erage. If we define the intensity of the incident signal beam
as 1, after taking into account Eqs.~4! and~5!, the average
fan-out intensity is given by

P̄5
1

2N23
. ~9!
985Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 4, April 1996
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Zhao and Chen: Fan-out intensity optimization . . .
The objective function is then expressed as

E5E11E2 ~10!

where

E15(
i51

M F (j51
jÞ1

N

W1i j S Pi j

P̄
21D 2

1 (
j52

N21

W1i j8 S Pi j8

P̄
21D 2G

for Pi j and Pi j8 > P̄, ~11!

E25(
i51

M F (j51
jÞ1

N

W2i j S P̄

Pi j
21D 2

1 (
j52

N21

W2i j8 S P̄

Pi j8
21D 2G

for Pi j and Pi j8 , P̄, ~12!

whereW1i j
(8) andW2i j

(8) are weight factors,M 5 N/2 whenN
is an even number, andM 5 (N 1 1)/2 whenN is an odd
number.

An optimized fan-out distribution should result in a
minimum value in the objective functionE, which implies
that the first derivative ofE with respect to eachh i ( i
51, 2,...,N21) is equal to zero, i.e.,

]E

]h i
50 i52,...,N21. ~13!

4 Optimization Results and Implications

In accordance with our previous work5 we optimize the
fan-out distribution for the case in whichN 5 9 ~see Fig.
3!. A computer program was employed to provide the fa
out intensities and other related parameters. The seven n
linear equations@Eq. ~13!# with i 5 2, 3, ..., 8 are then
solved numerically using the Levenberg-Marquar
algorithm11 and a finite-difference approximation to the
Jacobian, subject to the constraint of

0,h2 ,...,h8,1. ~14!

The statistical weight we used in our calculation has t
exponential form, i.e.,

W1i j
~8 !5exp FAS Pi j

P̄
21D G for Pi j

~8 !> P̄, ~15!

W2i j
~8 !5exp FBS P̄

Pi j
21D G for Pi j

~8 !, P̄, ~16!

where the superscript~8! means either with or without the
prime for the case we are dealing with. The change of t
statistical weight is carried out by increasing theA andB
values. Figure 4 is the plot of the variation of the ratio o
the maximum and minimum fan-out intensities as a fun
tion of A andB. These maximum and minimum values ar
obtained by comparing the optimizedPi j ’s ~i 5 1,...,
5,j 5 1,...,9,i Þ j ) and Pi j8 ’s ~i 5 1,...,5, j 5 2,...,8)
under a selected pair ofA andB. The optimized fan-out
distribution can be located by finding the minimum ratio
Figure 5 shows the equal topological lines of Fig. 4. Fro
986 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 4, April 1996
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this figure and our calculation result, it is clear that this
minimum ratio is 47.5, and this occurs only afterA reaches
6.0 andB reaches 16.0. For calculation of the optimized
diffraction distribution, we tookA andB up to 22 and 58,
respectively. The optimized diffraction efficiency distribu-
tion is determined to be

~h i ,h2 ,...,h9!

5~1.0,0.3757,0.2303,0.1671,0.1274,0.1298,

0.2024,0.4451,0.0!, ~17!

and the optimized fan-out intensities are given in Table 1.
The average value of the fan-out@from Eq. ~9!# intensities
is 0.06667. This diffraction efficiency distribution repre-
sents the optimized power fluctuation among 240~16315!
interconnects.

To verify the validity of our calculation, we further de-
veloped another objective function, which has the arith-
metic form of

Fig. 4 Ratio between the maximum and minimum fan-out intensities
among 240 (16 3 15) beams as a function of coefficients A and B.

Fig. 5 Equal topologies of Fig. 4.
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Table 1 Optimized fanout distribution from our calculation.
a

e
-

n
f

W1i j
~8 !5S Pi j

P̄
21D C for Pi j

~8 !> P̄, ~18!

and

W2i j
~8 !5S P̄

Pi j
21D D for Pi j

~8 !, P̄. ~19!

The corresponding fan-out intensity ratio diagram~Max/
Min! is shown in Fig. 6. Because of the rapid ascendin
characteristic of the exponential function, we expect th
the number of iterations in this calculation should be muc
larger in getting to the optimized result than the first ap
proach. This is verified by viewing Fig. 6. In this figure, we
calculated for the case ofC from 100 to 160 andD from
200 to 280. Comparison shows that this iteration reach
our same optimization condition, i.e., a maximum-to
minimum fan-out ratio of 47.47, afterC 5 125 and
D 5 217, which is derived from Fig. 7.

To compare with the scenario in which all the multi-
plexed holograms have the same diffraction efficiency, w
show in Fig. 8 the variation between the defined Max/Mi
with the diffraction efficiencies. The range for the value o
the diffraction efficiencies are from.1% to ,50%. An

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 5, but using the statistical weight of arithmetic
power form for the objective function.
g
t
h
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inspection of Fig. 8 gives a minimum Max/Min power ratio
of '250, which is much larger than the optimized result
presented.

In the proposed bidirectional optical bus architecture,
affiliated with each board there is an optoelectronic trans-
ceiver that contains a laser diode to provide the input signal
for the backplane bus and a photodiode to receive the
surface-normal fan-out signal from the backplane bus. The
sensitivity of a photodiode is a function of laser power,
modulation speed, bit error rate and the wavelength of the
signal carrier. For ap- i -n field-effect transistor~FET! pho-
todiode with a quantum efficiency of 50% at 1.3mm, if the
data transfer rate is 1.2 Gbit/s, and the required error prob-
ability after amplification of the detector signal is less than
10215, then the minimum modulated power required at the
detector site is12 about 1.03 1024 W. Because the mini-
mum fan-out intensity we derived out of our calculation is
1.57% of the input, the minimum input power required is
determined to be 7.0 mW. This result considers the fanouts
from two surface-normal directions illustrated in Fig. 3,
where 16@91 ~922!# fanouts instead of 9 are provided as
the case in Ref. 5. Experimental demonstration without fan-

Fig. 7 Equal topologies of Fig. 6.
987Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 4, April 1996
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out intensity optimization can be found in Ref. 5. We a
working on the prototype of an optimized optical backpla
bus based on the theoretical investigation presented he
Further results will be presented in a separate publicati

5 Conclusions

In summary, we present the theory of optimization of fa
out intensity distribution of the bidirectional optical back
plane bus, aimed at balancing the fan-out intensities am
different channels using an objective function. Employme
of two different statistical weights in the objective functio
leads to the same optimized result. For a bidirectional
tical bus with 9 boards on one side, the optimization res
shows that the minimum fan-out intensity is 1.5% of t
incident power, under which the minimum laser diod
power is 7.0 mW for a system with a speed of 1.2 Gbi
and a bit error rate of 10215 operating at 1.3mm. Based on
the phase-matching condition, the surface-normal fan-
beams come out of both directions. Therefore, the b
hardware implementation scheme integrates the proces
memory boards in both sides of the backplane bus. A
result, the optimal member of the processor/memory boa
shall be 16, i.e., 91~92 2!, rather than 9, when both side
of the backplane are employed.

Fig. 8 Variation of the ratio between the maximum and minimum
fan-out intensities among 240 (16 3 15) beams with diffraction effi-
ciencies of the multiplexed holograms (with all the multiplexed holo-
grams having the same diffraction efficiency).

Zhao and Chen: Fan-ou
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